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ACKGROUNP: .The most frequently used. method for fiber tractography based on
iffusion tensor imaging (DT/) is associated with restrictions in the resolution of crossing '
r kissing fibers and in the vicinity of tumor or edema. Tractography based on high
ngular-resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) is capable of overcoming this restriction.
ith compressed sensing (CS) techniques, HARDI acquisitions with a smaller number 011
irectional measurements <;an be used, thus enabling the use of HARDI-based fiben
ractographY.in clinical pradi!:;e.
BJECTIVE: To investigate whether HARDI+CS-based fibertractography improves the
isplay of neuroanatomically complex pathways and in areas of disturbed diffusion
properties.
ETHODS: Six patients with gliomas in the vicinity of language-related areas under
ent 3-T magnetic resonahGe .irnagjng including a diffusion-weighted data set with 3
radient directions. Additionally, functional magnetic resonance imaging for cortical
language sites was obtained. Fiber tractography was performed with deterministi
treamline algorithms based on DTI using 3 different software platforms. Additionally
ractography based.on reconstrtJcted diffusion sigRals using HARDI+CS was performed.
ESULTS: HARDI +CS-based'. tractQgraphy displayed mqre compact fibe·r bundles
'oinpared wittithe DTI~baSe(fre sults in all cases. In 3 cases, neuroanatomieally plausible
Iber bundles were displayep in the vicinity of tumor and peritumoral edema, which
ould not be traced on the basis of DTI. The curvature around the sylvian fissure was
isplayed pr0Ji>erly in 6 cases and in only 2 cases with DTI-based tractography.
ONCLUSION: HARDI+CS seems to be a promising approach for fiber tractography in '
IinJcal practice for neuroanatomically complex fiber pathways and in areas of disturbed
iffusion, overcoming the problem of long acquisition times.
EY WORDS: Compressed senslng,Dlffuslon tensor Imaging, Fiber tractography, Glioma, High angu lar
.esolution diffusion imaging, Multlmodallty navigation

T

he aim to achieve best possible rumor
resection with minimum postoperative
morbidity, which has been shown to be
associated with extended survival time 1-3 in
glioma surgery, is still challenging. Despite
ABBREVIATIONS: AABT, Aachen Aphasia Bedside
Test; CS, compressed sending; DTI, diffusion tensor
imaging; FA, fractional anisotropy; fMRi, functional
magnetic resonance imaging; HARD I, high angular
resolution diffusion imaging; WHO; World Health
Organization

microscope enhancement, as a result of their
infiltrative nature, margins of high grade gliomas
generally remain difficult to distinguish from the
surrounding brain parenchyma. This is of par
ticular relevance for lesions near eloquent corti
cal areas or major white matter tracts. Thus,
there is rising interest in navigation ~,:! idance and
intraoperative imaging methods. ,) Conven
tional navigation guidance has become a rou
tinely used tool during glioma surgery. However,
with the so called multimodality navigation,
besides anatomic image data, functional
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information like eloquent cortical areas, metabolic activity, or
fiber tracts can also be integrated.
Fiber tractography as a noninvasive method to estimate the course
and location of white matter tracts integrated in the navigation
system has been shown to contribute to minimizing postoperative
morbidity. G.? For reasons of practicability and feasibility, until
today, fiber tractography in clinical practice was based mostly on
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). DTI, as first described by Basser
et al,8 is based on a set of diffusion weighted magnetic resonance
images (MRIs) . To obtain the diffusion properties within I voxel,
a second order tensor, describing the local diffusion characteristic
within, is calculated with the Stejskal Tanner equation. In
anisotropic tensors, the main eigenvector encodes the longitudinal
direction ofaxons in major white matter tracts.
So far, there are several different algorithms for fiber recon
struction,9-12 which can generally be separated into deterministic
and probabilistic methods. However, because of the restricted
second order tensor in each voxel, assuming gaussian distributed
diffusion, multifiber populations cannot be resolved adequately,
resulting in the disability to reconstruct crossing or kissing fibers .
SimilarlJ.' fanning fibers and fibers in the vicinity of tumor or
edema I .14 can hardly be reconstructed with this assumption. I S
In clinical practice, this becomes relevant for the reconstruction
of neuroanatomically complex fiber structures like the language
associated tracts curving around the sylvian fissure. Even for
healthy subjects, their reconstruction is challenging with the most
commonly used deterministic tracking algorithms based on DTI;
however, it becomes even more complex for patients with
intracerebral pathology such as gliomas and their associated
peritumoral edema, both affecting diffusion properties.
To overcome this drawback, particularly because about one
third of voxels in the brain contain > 1 fiber population, I (,
research focuses on alternative diffusion models such as those
based on high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI).
Advanced diffusion models based on HARD I data sets are
2o
capable of overcoming the second order tensor restriction. 17To represent a 3 dimensional (3 D) distribution of diffusivities
as measured by HARDI, spherical harmonics are frequently used.
However, because they do not provide a sparse representation of
HARDI signals, clinical use is limited owing to a larger number of

diffusion encoding gradients (ranging from 60 to 100), resulting
in long acquisition times. Based on spherical ridgelets, HARDI
signals can be represented usin~ a relatively small number of
diffusion encoding gradients,21-2 thus enhancing the feasibility
of HARDI based fiber tractography in clinical practice.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no description of the
application of HARD I with compressed sensing (CS) and
accordingly tractography in clinical practice. This article com
pares DTI based fiber tractography, performed on 3 different
software platforms (iPlan 25 Cranial, Slicer4, 2G-28 and MedAly
Vis 29), with HARDI +CS based fiber tractography. Furrher
more, DTI and HARDI +CS based fiber reconstruction
performed on the same platform (Me dAly Vis) was displayed
and analyzed side by side.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Patient collection was performed prospectively at the University
Hospital Marburg (Marburg, Germany) from May 2011 to March
2012 after approval was given by the local ethics committee. All patients
gave their written informed consent to participate in the study.
Six patients with left sided gliomas were included in our study. Mean
patient age was 54.3 ::!: 14.9 years. Two female patients and 4 male
patients were included.
All patients were right handed with left dominant hemisphere
according to functional MRI (fMRI). For all patients, the Aachen Aphasia
Bedside Test {AABn 3o was obtained preoperatively and 2 months after
surgety. The following items were evaluated:
1. Request for visual and head movement (minimum, 0 points;
maximum, 50 points)
2. Request for mouth movement (minimum, 0 points; maximum, 50 points)
3. Singing and speaking rows and empty phrases (minimum, 0 points;
maximum, 50 points)
4. IdentifYing objects (minimum, 0 points; maximum, 50 points)
5. Naming objects (minimum, 0 points; maximum, 50 points)
The tumor localization is given in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure I ,
in which all tumors are displayed in a physiological brain model.
A detailed description of the patients' medical history, including AABT,
tumor biology, and clinical course is given in the case presentation and
Tables 1 and 2.

L

JrABLE 1. fatient Collective"
Patient
1
2
3
4

5
6

Age,y
73
6S
41
S2
34
61

·WHO. World Health Organiza tion.
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Sex

M
F

M
M
M
F

Lesion

Localization

Tumor Volume, cm 3

Anaplastic oligodendroglioma WHO III
Glioblastoma multiforme WHO IV
Anaplastic astrocytoma WHO III
Glioblastoma multiforme WHO IV
Diffuse astrocytoma WHO II
Anaplastic astrocytoma WHO III

Temporal
Temporal
Temporal
Temporo occipital
Frontal
Temporal

3S.2
10.7
1S.7
30.2
76.0
41.8

with the displayed letter (activation) and to stop thinking of words when
a nonletter is displayed (baseline) .
fMRl analysis was performed within the iPlan Cranial planning
software preoperatively for each patient, delivering ade<Juate activation
results for all patients. Segmented areas were then expanded with a 3 mm
margin and manually transcribed into Slicer4 and MedAlyVis.

Fiber Tractography

FIGURE 1. Schematic of tumor localization with segmented tllmor objects
projected on a Tl-weighted magnetic resonance imaging data set of a healthy
volunteer. A. 3-dimensionaloverview. B, nxial view. Patient 1, blue; patient 2.
red; patient 3, pink; patient 4. yellow; patient 5. green; and patient 6. purple.

DTl-Based Fiber Tractography in iPlan Cranial, Slicer4, and
MedAlyVis

MRI Studies
For all patients, MRls were acquired at on a 3 T MRl (Tim Trio;
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) on the preoperative day, including TI
weighted 3 D images (3 D magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo;
repetition time, 1900 milliseconds; echo time, 2.26 milliseconds; field of
view, 256 mm; mat'rix, 256 x 256; slice thickness, 1 mm; 176 slices,
sagittal) , blood oxygen level dependent fMRl using a single shot echo
planar imaging sequence (repetition time, 2000 milliseconds; echo time,
30 milliseconds; field of view, 230 mm; matrix, 64 x 64; slice thickness,
3.6 mm; 33 slices, axial) for localization of cortical language areas using a
word generation task, and diffusion weighted images also using a single
. shot echo planar imaging sequence (repetition time, 7800 milliseco nds;
echo time, 90 milliseconds; field of-view, 256 mm; matrix, 128 x 128;
sli ce thickness, 2 mm; numbers of excitations, 1; b ; 1000 s/mm 2 ; 30
noncollinear diffusion encoding gradients; voxel size, 2 x 2 x 2 mm:l) .
This same diffusion weighted image set was the base for both DTI based
fiber tractography and HARDI +CS based fiber tractography. Acquisi
tion of all data sets took 15 minutes per patient.

fMRI Analysis
The applied word generation task, as described by Jansen et aI,31
consisted of a block design task with displayed alternating letters and
nonletters, 20 seconds each. Patients are asked to think of words starting

'= fABLE 2. Aachen Aphasia Bedside Test Results of the Patient
J oJlectiv.e"
Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6

Evaluation was performed with 3 different platforms: the iPlan
Cranial planning software (Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Gerrnany), 25 Slicer4
(www.slicer.org 2(, 28) for DTI based fiber tractography, a nd the imaging
platform MedAlyVis (Medical Analysis and Visualization) 2~) for DTI
based and advanced tractography usi ng HARDI signals derived from
sparsely sampled diffusion data.

1-

Preoperative AABT Score

Postoperative AABT Score

5050505050
4948504740
5050505048
5050425045
5050505050
5050505050

SO 50 50 50 50
4948505045
SO 50 SO 5048
SO 50 48 50 48
5050505050
5050505050

"AABT. Aach en Aphasia Bedside Test. First score. reque st for visual and head
movement; second score. request for mouth movement; third score, singing and
speaking rows and empty phrases; fourth score, identifying objects; and fifth
score, naming objects.

Fiber tractography using the tensor deflection approach was performed
routinely in iPlan Cranial planning software, with the defined activation
area used as seed, with fractional anisotropy (FA) thresholds ranging
berween 0.16 and 0.20, depending on the proximity of th e fiber to tumor
and peri tumoral edema. The fiber tracking results were then reduced by
appl ication of exclude regions.
In Slicer4, the tractography algorithm described by Basser et al9 is
routinely used for basic fiber tractography. Similar to the procedure
within iPlan Cranial planning sofrware, fiber tracking was applied using
the same FA thresholds for each patient.
Within MedAlyVis, fiber tractography was also performed using
a tensor deflection approach with the same range of FA thresholds for
each patient.

Multidirectional Deterministic Fiber Tractography Based on
HARDI+CS
T ractography algorithms based on reconstructed diffusion signals using
23
HARD I +CS can be applied to reconstruct complex fibers within a
single voxel, modeled as a probability distribution on a sphere, assign ing
the probability of diffusion for each direction. Using a higher number of
gradients, HARD! requires longer acquisition times and thus is not yet
suitable for clinical use. As proposed by Michailovich and Rathi 24 .32 and
Michailovich et aV J spherical ridgelets can be used to interpolate the
diffusion signal, allowing a sparse representation of the signal.
Within the MedAlyVis platform, spherical ridgelets are calcu lated from
the given diffusion data set. 24.32.3.3 For fiber reconstruction, a determin
istic multidirectional orientation distribution function tracking is used,
proposed by Descoteaux et aI,15 with the L index·H as the anisotropy
measure, ranging from 0.05 to 0.07.

RESULTS: CASE SERIES
The results of fiber tractography based on DTI performed on
the 3 different platforms and of fiber tractography relying on
HARDI +CS are described for each patient separately. Evalua
tion of tractography results was performed on the basis of
neuroanatomicaI knowledge. Hereafter, DTI and HARDI +CS
based fiber tractography results are compared side by side, and the
workflow on the different software platforms is described.
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Patient 1
A 73 year old male patient presented after an episode of slight.
completely recurrent motor aphasia and cognitive impairment.
MRI showed a left temporal to temporodorsal intra axial lesion
with weak contrast enhancement infiltrating the superior temporal
gyrus and directly neighboring the angula.r gyrus. The contrast
enhancing areas of the lesion. which histologically was an
anaplastic oligodendroglioma (World Health Organization
[WHO] III). were gross totally resected. and the postoperative
course was uneventful. The AABT was normal preoperatively and
2 months after surgery (50 50 50 50 50).
DTI based tractography in iPlan Cranial resulted in a slender arc
reaching from BA 44. 45. terminating in the angular and supra
marginal gyrus. Despite gradual reduction of the FA threshold to
0.16. temporal fibers could not be displayed. DTI based fiber
tracking on Slicer4 platform resulted in a slender tract but this time
terminating in the temporal lobe (inferior temporal gyrus).
In contrast. DTI based tracking on the MedAlyVis platform
suggested frontal fibers terminating in BA 22 with few branches.
which was supported by HARDI + CS based tracking results.
displaying a more solid bundle interconnecting BA .44. 45 and
terminating in BA 22. The tractography results are displayed in
Figure 2. Direct comparison of DTI and HARDI+CS based
tractography on the MedAlyVis platform displays 2 anatomically
similar fiber bundles; however. the whole bundle. particularly the
arc surrounding the sylvian fissure. is traced more firmly relying on
HARDI+CS (Figure 3).
Patient 2
A female 65 year old patient presented with progressive aphasia
and a marginally contrast enhancing lesion with peri tumoral
edema in the left temporodorsal area. suggesting a glioblastoma
multiforme. The AABT revealed aphasia preoperatively (AABT.
49 48 50 47 40) compared with an AABT of 49 48 50 50 45
postoperatively. The contrast enhancing areas of the tumor were
gross rotally resected. Histopathology secured the diagnosis of
glioblastoma multiforme (WHO IV).
On iPlan Cranial and Slicer4 platforms. DTI based tractog
raphy managed to display a frontal fiber compound from BA 44
and 45 merging to the dislocated supramarginal gyrus; the fibers
were even displayed slightly within the tumor edema. Even a slight
temporal fiber bundle was displayed here within the Slicer4 and
MedAlyVis platforms. Still. HARDI + CS based tractography
represented a solid compound of frontotemporally arching fibers
(connecting BA 44. 45 and BA 22). well displayed within the
tumor and the peritumoral edema (see Figure 2). This difference
of fiber complexity is also presented in Figure 3 (DTI vs
HARD I +CS based tractography on MedAlyVis).
Patient 3
A 41 year old patient was admitted in our clinic with cognitive
impairment and mnestic deficits. The AABT furthermore revealed
slight aphasia (AABT. 50 50 50 50 48) . which was unchanged
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postoperatively (AABT. 50 50 50 50 48). These were based on an
MID morphologically nonenhancing intra axial lesion in the left
temporal lobe. which was gross totally resected according to the
T2 hyperintense signal alterations. Histopathology revealed an
anaplastic astrocytoma (WHO III).
T ractography results based on DTI showed only sparse frontal ly
located fibers on all platforms. not entirely reliable on Slicer4 and
MedAlyVis platforms. No temporal fibers were displayed. With
HARD 1+ CS based fiber tractography on MedAlyVis. a com
pound frontal fiber bundle and a temporally curving part
connecting to BA 22 was displayed (Figure 2). This bundle
terminates in the posterior part of the superior temporal gyrus.
Direct comparison ofDTI and HARD I +CS based tractography
resu lts within the MedAlyVis platform shows solitary fibers of
DTI based reconstruction ' and the far more solid fiber bundle of
HARDI+CS based reconstruction (Figure 3).
Patient 4
A 52 year old male patient was admitted with aphasic episodes and
homonymous hemianopia caused by a left temporo occipital lesion
marginally contrast enhancing with significant perifocal edema. The
AABT preoperatively was 50 50 42 50 45 but recurrent postoper
atively (50 50 48 50 48). The lesion was gross totally resected.
which histologically was a glioblastoma multiforme (WHO IV).
DTI based fiber tractography on the iPlan Cranial platform
resulted in diffuse and slight fibers but with frontal and temporal
extension as accepted by neuroanatomical knowledge. In the vicinity
of the tumor in the posterior superior temporal gyrus. most fibers
cannot be traced safely. Tracking with Slicer4 displayed merely
a slender frontal fiber bundle. which terminated directly in front of
the tumor edema before the supramarginal gyrus. A temporal
extension cannot be displayed here. On MedAlyVis. DTI and
HARDI +CS based fiber tracking managed to present a fronto
temporal arc. interconnecting BA 44. 45 and BA 22. However. it
can be clearly seen that HARDI + CS based tractography displayed
a significantly firmer and more solid fiber bundle. particularly also
displaying the arc around the sylvian fissure (Figure 2. Figure 3).
Patient 5
A 34 year old patient presented with general seizure without
any further neurological deficits (preoperative and postoperative
AABT. 50 50 50 50 50). A large left frontal lesion was detected
on MRI. not showing contrast enhancement. He underwent
subtotal tumor resection to prevent a neurological deterioration.
which was secured in the postoperative neurological examination.
Histologically. the lesion proved to be a diffuse astrocytoma
(WHO II).
Tractography results are shown in Figure 2. DTI based
tractography on all platforms displayed a frontal fiber bundle;
however. the temporal fibers were not traced safely. Furthermore.
fiber results were obtained with an FA threshold < 0.16.
HARDI + CS based tractography displayed a neuroanatomically
reliable and solid fiber object. representing frontally and
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FIGURE 2 •. Fiber tractography results presented for eacb patient based on diffllSion tensor imaging within iPlan Cranial (coltmm I). Slicer4 (column 2). alld MedAly Vis
(column 3) and based on high-angular-resolution diffilsion imagillg with compressed sensing within MedAlyVis (coillmll 4). RoUJ I: patient I. a 73-year-old 1nIlk patient with
left temporal anapktstic oligodendroglioma.' TI -weighted sagittal magnetic resollanee imaging (MRI). Row 2: patient 2. a 65-year-old female patient tvith left tempol'IIl
glioblastoma multiforme (3-dimensional [3-D) segmentation [red} in A). TI -weighted sagittal MRi (A. with contrast agent; B-D. witbollt cOlltrast agent). Row 3: patient 3.
a 41-year-old male plitient witb temporal anaplastic astrocytoma (3-D segmentation [red) in N. TI -weighted sagittal MR!. Row 4: patient 4. a 52-year-old male patient witb
left temporo-occipital glioblastoma multiforme (2-dimensional [2-D) segmentation [red} in A). T1 -weighted sagittal MRl. Row 5: patient 5. a 34-year-old 1nIlie patient witb
left frontal diffilSe astrocytoma (2-D segnlCf1tatioll [purple) in A). T1 -weigbted sagittal MRl. Row 6: patient 6. a 61 -year-old female patient with temporal anaplastic
astrocytoma. TI -weighted axial MRl.

temporally located fibers (Figure 3). Figure 4 illustrates the
reconstructed fiber object in a 3 D model compared with the
intraoperative navigation screenshot, here with fiber tractography
based on DTI.

Patient 6

A 61 year old woman with symptomatic seizures underwent
subtotal resection of a large anaplastic astrocytoma (WHO III) in
the left temporal lobe with infiltration of insula and only diffuse
central contrast enhancement. She did not suffer from any focal
neurological deficits preoperatively and postoperatively (MBT,
50 50 50 50 50).
Fibers displayed by DTI based tractography showed a frontal
fiber bundle on the iPlan Cranial platform that terminated in the
angular gyrus without expanding into the temporal lobe and was
not influenced by reduced FA thresholds or expanded seed region.
A slight temporal fiber expansion could be seen with DTI based
fiber tracking on the MedAlyVis and Slicer4 platforms. The
termination of these fibers was in the region ofBA 22 for DTI and
HARD I +CS based reconstruction. However, the most remark
able difference here is seen in the more compound HARDI + CS
based fiber bundle reconstruction, as demonstrated in Figure 2.
In addition, the direct comparison of reconstructed fiber bundles
derived from both approaches within MedAlyVis displays the
contrast of firmly traced fibers in Figure 3.
Figure 3 presents DTI and HARDI +CS based fiber tractog ·
raphy results on MedAlyVis for each patient in side by side
display and overlay. It can be seen that HARD 1+ CS based
reconstruction results in a more compound fiber bundle in all
cases. In 4 cases, DTI based tractography resulted in sparse fibers,
whereby HARDI +CS based fiber tracking displayed a solid
object (rows 2 5). However, fiber tracking relying on DTI
displayed acceptable tracking results comparing DTI and
HARDI +CS based tractography results for patients 1 and 6.
In DTI based reconstruction objects, the reconstruction fre
quendy failed to follow the curve of the fiber around the sylvian
fissure. In contrast, the curvature or at least the beginning of the
curve could be displayed with HARDI + CS based tractography.
This contrast can best be seen in rows 1, 3, 4, and 5.
The procedure for DTI based fiber tractography, including
preprocessing, postprocessing, and fiber tracking, took approxi
mately 5 to 20 minutes on all 3 platforms. There were no
significant differences in time regarding image preprocessing and
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basic fiber reconstruction process. Postprocessing times in
between the platforms varied only slightly (Table 3) .
In contrast, performing all necessalY steps for HARDI +CS
based tractography took about 50 minutes for e ach data set,
including the calculation of spherical ridgelets (preprocessing)
and basic fiber tractography. In addition, postprocessing wO'rk
flow was more time consuming, although the fibers were
processed accordingly, restricting the objects with additional
seed regions to exclude nonpertinent additional fibers (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Intraoperative navigation systems are widely used among
neurosurgical operating theaters, showing segmen ted risk struc
tures and targets in the microscope heads up dis~lay after
a registration process of physical space and image space. ' 5 Besides
mere anatomic MRIs, in recent years, functional data have been
integrated into the navigation. The multimodality conce~t
includes the display of eloquent cortical sites (given by fMRI),: 6
metabolic data (given, for example, by magnetic resonance
spectroscoptic imaging or single photon emission computed
·tomography37), or major white matter tracts.
DTI is validated, challenged, and developed according to
acquisition schemes, image processing, analysis, and interpretation
of its results. 3H Early experiments showed that diffusion is faster
along white matter tracts than perpendicular to the fiber bundle
direction. This principle is the basis for the DTI based
tractography.8 For tensor calculation, the needed data set includes
1 bO image and at least 6 diffusion weighted images, each applied
with a noncollinear diffusion gradient. However, today, a total of
30 gradient directions has been proposed for the reconstruction
of language pathways.39
DTI based fiber tractography relies on the mathematical
reconstruction of 1 second order tensor in each voxel, not capable
of resolving spatial locations in case of crossing, kissing, or
diverging fibers in the voxel. This is of special interest for
tractography results of anatomically complex fiber bundles like
language pathways or the optic tract. However, until today,
promising tracking results have already been achieved on the basis
ofDTI that have been shown to contribute to a low postoperative
morbidity when integrated into the navifation system, (; compa
40
rable to electrostimulation methods. ,4 The most commonly
used algorithm is the deterministic tensor deflection algorithm,
which has been proven to be feasible for reconstruction of fiber

FIGURE 3. Direct comparison offiber tractography remits in MedAly Vis (I·ows 1-6 correspond to patient rlllmbm). Column 1.
dijfilsion tensor imaging (DTf)-based tractography (yellow). Column 2. high-angulAr-resolution dijfilSion imaging with
compressed sensing (HARDI+ CS)-based tractography (blue). Column 3, overlAy of DTf-, and HARDl+ CS-based fiber
. bundles.
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FIGURE 4. Case illustration ofpatient 5. A, 3-dimensionat (3-D) reconstruction of tIImor and language pathway view from
laterat right. B, microscope view with outlines in heath-up display (purple, tIImor; yelliJIv, mbjacent language pathways). C and
D, intraoperative navigation screenshots, T2-weighted axiat (C) and coronal (D) views. Tumor outlines segmented in purple;
3-D reconstruction offiber bundle, in green.

tracts without fanning fibers, curvatures or crossing, and kissing
fibers. For anaromically complex fiber pathways like the language
associated tracts or the optic tract, probabilistic algorithms such
. . an al YSlS
· 42 or b
·Ian approach es Ill" h
as connectiVity
ayes
avei
ad
rea y
shown success for more reliable tractography results based on
DTI. Another method, which has been established for patient
safety, is the ,glacement of flexible hulls around the reconstructed
fiber object. 3 Thus, an additional safety margin of a 5 mm
surface hull around the intraoperatively displayed object has been
shown to avoid postoperative neurological deficits. 7 Furthermore,
the application of intraoperative high field MRI has provided the
possibility to obtain DTI intraoperatively. Fiber tractography
with intraoperative DTI image data has shown to compensate for
the effects of brain shift, also contributing to low postoperative
morbidity.44
Despite enhariced patient safety as a result of these innovations
in the field of DTI, the mentioned intrinsic drawbacks of this
method cannot be overcome. Thus, there was a rising demand for
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alternative approaches. One of these was found using advanced
diffusion models based on HARDl data sets. Multiple intravoxel
fiber orientations are frequently reconstructed using analytical
reconstruction based on spherical harmonics, or q ball imaging,45
in which the diffusion signal is sampled directly on a sphere using
the Funk Radon transform. This improvement of high angular
resolution is associated with 1 significant drawback. Acquisition
of HARD! data sets requires a significantly higher number of
diffusion gradients, ranging from 60 to 100. Associated data
acquisition times are up to 25 minutes (on a 3 T MRI system) as
opposed to approximately 4 minutes for DTI (on a 3 T MRI
system). However, frequently used for theoretical neuroimaging,
for example, by Frey et al,46 clinical applications of HARDI are
still rare. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, there is still no
clinical study assessing HARD I in a neurosurgical patient
collective. However, there seems to be particular impact of the
method in cases of gliomas and perifocal edema with their
associated more complex white matter architecture.

:t::!LE 3. Tractography Preprocessing and Postprocessing Time's Comparing Diffusion Tensor Imaging and High Angular Resolution DiffUSi0'iging D
iPlan Cranial DTI, min
Patient
.1
2
3
4
5
6

Pre
2
2
2
2
2
2

<
<
<
<
<
<

51icer4 DTI, min

MedAlyVis DTI, min

MedAlyVis HARDt +C5, min

FT

Post

Pre

FT

Post

Pre

FT

Post

Pre

FT

1
1
1
1
1
1

3
5
11
15
15
3

2
2
2
2
2
2

12
12
12
12
12
12

5
4
10
10
13

2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

4
5
12
14
14
5

25
25
25
25
25
25

18
19
18
21
20
18

6

Post
13

12
14
13

15
14

"DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; FT, time for fiber reconstruction process; HARDI+CS, high angular resolution diffusion imaging with compressed sensing; Post, postprocessing
time for fib er tracking; Pre, preprocessing time for fiber tracking.

So far, several frameworks have been presented to achieve a higher
practicability for HARDI based fiber reconstruction, eg, Prckovska
47
et al with a fused DTIIHARDI visualization or Reisert et al. 48
Among these techniques, with the mathematical model CS, based
on the theory of sparse representation, the particular drawback of
the long image acquisition time of HARDI can be overcome. In
this way, CS potentially enables the reconstruction of HARDI
signals from as low as 20 diffusion gradients, although with a low
reconstruction error of approximately 1%. 24
With the following interpretation comparing the tracking results,
we can support the described theoretical advantages of HARDI
+ CS based over DTI based tractography. Analysis of the recon
structed language associated fiber tracts was performed on the basis
of current standard of neuroanatomical knowledge, whereby the
complex anatomy of language associated cortical areas and their
connecting fiber bundles is not fully understood. Based on the
Geschwind49 model of the temporofrontal arc "arcuate fasciculus"
connecting the Broca and Wernicke areas, there are new insights
into the language associated fiber structures, some of them based
on diffusion studies. In this way, a "ventral pathway" is suggested,
connecting the 2 cortical areas via the uncinate fasciculus, the
external and extreme capsules. 50-52 A study from Frey et al 46 based
on q ball imaging4S suggests that Brodmann area 45 in particular
interconnects via the extreme capsule. Specific inferior temporal
areas, including the parahippocampal gyrus and the fusiform gyrus,
are part of semantic processing and interconnect BA 44, 45 and
posterior BA 22. 53 However, other cortical sites like BA 6, 9, 21,
37, 40, or 39 and their associated interconnecting fibers are also
involved in the cortical processing of language. 54
Interpreting the tractography results indicates that the most
obvious advantage of fiber tractography based on multidirectional
diffusion patterns is the significantly higher compound and solid
representation of the resulting fiber objects (Figures 2 and 3). This
can be seen in all performed reconstructions, comparing results of
HARD I +CS based tractography with DTI based results on the
3 different platforms, although DTI based reconstructions also
vary between platforms. It can be seen that with bigger tumor
diameter, closer localization to the language pathways, or larger
peri tumoral edema, the tracking results differ more regarding the

solidity of the fiber object, suggesting a higher rate of uncertainty
(best seen in patient 5). In DTI based fiber tracking objects, the
fibers frequen t1y fail to follow the curve around the sylvian fissure.
This is the case on all 3 platforms, with very similar results seen
for patients 1, 3, 4, and 5 (Figures 2 and 3). In contrast, the
curvature or at least the beginning of the curve could be displayed
with HARD I +CS based tractography in these cases.
There also seems to be the expected advantage concerning the
desired fiber reconstruction in near tumor areas or in vasogenic
edema. As can be seen in the HARD 1+ CS based tractography
results of patients 2, 4, and 5 (Figure 2), a solid fiber bundle can
also be displayed in peritumoral edema. However, DTI based
fiber tractography displayed acceptable results conSistently on all
platforms for patients 1 and 6. This can be explained by the low
peri tumoral edema and localization of the oligodendroglioma and
low grade astrocytoma (Figure 2). DTI based tractography fibers
are rather displaced by tumor of peritumoral edema, or the
tracking even terminates. This phenomenon is seen for patient 1
in iPlan Cranial and Slicer4 or patient 4 on Slicer4.
Despite these obvious advantages regarding image morphology,
tractography results are not assessed quantitatively or compared
with e1ectrostimulation methods. Both methods have to be seen as
in vivo estimation of course and localization of the fiber bundle.
However, in our opinion, HARDI +CS based fiber reconstruc
tion is worth its effort in cases of large tumors with significant
peri tumoral edema. DTI tractography remains a feasible tool for
tractography of pathways like the corticospinal tract or in
proximity of smaller tumors with less peri tumoral edema.
Despite these obvious advantages, certain drawbacks of the
HARDI +CS based fiber reconstruction have to be mentioned.
Although using the same diffusion data set with 30 noncollinear
gradients as the basis for DTI and HARDI + CS fiber recon
struction, the time for calculating orientation distribution
functions and the fiber tracking procedure itself is significantly
prolonged for HARDI +CS at 45 minutes compared with
5 minutes for DTI based tractography. Although there are no
drawbacks for the patient, this prolonged reconstruction process
reduces practicability owing to larger effort in time and personnel.
Time for DTI based fiber tractography is almost consistent
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for iPlan Cranial, MedAlyVis, and Slicer4. In our OptlllOn,
the open source platform Slicer4 and iPlan Cranial are orientated
for clinical use, with a well structured and easily manageable
workflow. In contrast, the MedAlyVis platform emphasizes
science applications and requires a longer teach in period. As
mentioned previously, intraoperative application of OTI based
fiber tractography has provided new insights into the phenom
en on of brain shift with a shown clinical impact. HARDI + CS
based tractography is, in our opinion, not yet feasible for
intraoperative use because of the long processing times that would
lengthen surgery significantly. Alternatively, preoperative HAR
01 +CS based fib er tractography can be combined with non
linear registration techniques or sophisticated techniques from
pattern recognition, allowing the matching of preoperative data
sets, including functional data with intraoperative MRIs. 55
Further registration techniques propose nonlinear registration
of image space directly with the brain, not with the head. These
techniques can also be applied for other intraoperative imaging
modalities providing 3 0 information such as ultrasound. Thus,
intraoperative images can be nonlinearly registered to . the
preoperative data, providing the multimodal information. 56 ,57
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